Arcé Bao - Autumn 2019

This is a zine; it is in existence not solely for means of
validating the following artists and their creations, but to
be generous. Communal well-being is through sharing,
and what is shared should not be bound by formality.
The viewer nor the artist need to have intention or
satisfaction with the art they see or create. The value
is simply the fact it was made, printed, and shared.
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Squeeze
Eli Henley
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The Clean
Dishwasher
Indicator Project

Eli Henley

Our rental unit did not come with a dishwasher. This didn’t immediately pose
a threat to daily convenience. It did, however, come with lethargic roommates
that threatened the sanctity of a clean kitchen. The act of hand washing dishes is
undesirably more work, but to a degree I felt negligible and not worth dirty dish
abandonment. Unfortunately, sink-fulls of dishes often culminated and sat rejected
from the pleasant aromas and cleaning potential of Palmolive.
After many months, we agreed on getting a dishwasher. A used $15 GE Triton
Quiet Power III was chosen from our local ReStore.
As our rental unit did not come with designated dishwasher hookups, the clothes
washers’ existing hookups, conveniently in the kitchen, were split to be shared by
the two appliances. Of course, there also lacked a space to properly install the
dishwasher. I opted for a rope and cinder block securing method.
The washer worked well. There was an unprecedented increase in complete shelfto-shelf cycles of our dishes. However, the added convenience of a dishwasher still
relied on disciplined users to consistently unload the unit following a completed
cycle. To that, a roommate and I imagined a sign -- one that would illuminate upon
the completion of a cleaning cycle, giving a clear and obvious indicator to anyone
entering the kitchen that the washer was ready to be emptied.
Draws awareness
to sign’s message

Reason for the
call to attention

Action to
be taken in
response to the
attention
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The idea was ridiculous and
amusing to a point in which there
was no other option but to make
it. Using a piece of scrap Plexiglas,
a printer paper stencil, and black
spray paint, I started with the text.
It was sloppy, but I knew that
wouldn’t limit the function or
amusement of the final product.
I then made a wooden frame to
hold the front and rear of the sign
in rabbet grooves.
Electrically, I decimated 75 watt LED light bulb for the sign’s primary
illumination. The LED panel and half its heat sink were spared and mounted
inside. The light’s power supply was mounted adjacent. Another 5 volt power
supply was connected in parallel to the LED’s power supply board to allow for
additional alerting circuitry.

Using three 555 timer IC’s, I designed a crude circuit that would flash a red
LED and produce a 10-second sickly alarm-like tone. This circuit and the sign’s
primary illuminating light were both switched by a
solid-state relay. The dishwasher uses a small LED
to indicate a complete cycle, which serves as a
perfect DC signal to trigger the relay. When the
LED on the dishwasher illuminates, it allows
the relay to pass 120 volts AC to the sign’s
two power supplies, illuminating the sign
and starting the flashing light/alarm.
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Making the sign did not go
without complication, despite
initial confidences; I killed the
first dishwasher control board
while attaching the relay trigger
wires. While investigating the
panel, I noticed corrosion and
buildup on the board, some latestage liquid damage. I mistakenly
cleaned it with a toothbrush and
alcohol. This, I believe, broke
and damaged the already frail
Sign illuminates
Blinking red light
traces on the board, causing it to
red with a $1 table
projects downward,
become unresponsive. Diagnosis
cloth sandwiched
illuminating the
between two pieces
wall the sign is
proved unsuccessful. Thankfully,
of Plexiglas
mounted on
due to the age and irrelevance of
the GE dishwasher, a
replacement cost merely $5 more than the dishwasher’s cost to me -- $20 (with
free shipping). I can’t complain, every mistake is worth something -- it’s still a $35
dishwasher with an amusing sign. A great conversation starter to the appropriate
guest.
Following the completion and installation of the sign, no observable difference was
seen in the frequency of dishwasher emptying. I believe the goal to combat this was
lofty. Like most completed projects, however, the resulting satisfaction ended up
being reminiscent thoughts of its construction, how all those little scraps and all my
culminated experiences came into a new and transformed product.
Making this sign became an exercise in submission to the hand, keeping the
despotic and overbearing brain only as an observer to the product taking shape.
The nature of this sign and its designed function is absurd; providing such
severity to a menial household chore; so the creative process should be in humor.
Perfection is not necessary. A crappy stencil and poorly affixed wires means
nothing. It’s exactly what I hoped it to be.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Solid-state relay
Main illuminating LED (facing
towards reflective backing)
The LED’s power supply
5 volt power supply
The triple 555 circuit (see pg. 6)
The red flashing LED (facing down)
Loudspeaker for alarming tone
AC in + DC trigger in
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Make a Selection
Tahj Sampson
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Vertical

Tahj Sampson
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Mr. Pyle

Tahj Sampson
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Two Quadrupedal Organisms
Grazing under a Serene Sky
Alexander Harding
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Elephant in Spiritual Pain

Alexander Harding
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I sneezed in a paper towel and this is my new
submission, please isolate and pretty up if you can.
The name of the art piece is:

Apeiron

Alexander Harding
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No. 4772

The Hou

Houtzed

HOUTZY GREENE TRAILER PA

Tayl
said yo

Barbie Blanchenshaft of Star Spangle Properties
has announced the bankruptcy of the HOUTZY
GREENE mobile home community. Talks are under way at the Tandy Bank and Loan office as to
how to save the property. Tandy Spricks of Tandy
Enterprises has expressed interest in purchasing and then redeveloping the property. “Houtzy
Greene is part of our heritage, it’s heartbreakling
to know it may go away” says long time resident,
Barb Cleap, who has resided in the community for
19 years. Mrs. Blanchenshaft believes the property can be saved with some negotiation with local
business owners.
(Above)
Houtzy Green
entrance off
State Road 153

(Left)
Barb’s place

Taylor, I can’t
credit card sta

utzy Star

dale, PA

Tandy News Publishing

ARK FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY

lor, I spoke to Jeremy last night. He
ou spoke ill of me last night while I
was at the office?

I’m willing to work with you Taylor, but
you have to be willing to change.

t believe you. I got the
atement in the mail today.

Shit ...
The kids and I are staying
at my mother’s place
tonight.

CLASSIFIEDS
3 USED CRT’s - $80
CAME OUT A WORKING TELEVISIN.
MUST BUY ALL THREE. NO HOLDS
CALL BILL 814 765-4310

LOOKING FOR DOOR HANDL
Door handle broke off passenger door
on 1986 HONDA PRELUDE WILL
PICK UP AT RESONABLE PRICE
724-925-1504

Untitled 1
Aimeric
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Untitled 2
Aimeric
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IV

Rayanne Whatley
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Macduff

Rayanne Whatley
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the silence of Cain
standing alone in the field flattened by wind
reeds bowing while GOD
asked where Abel had gone.
as the sheep grazed just over the hilltop and the breeze
carried over something coppery
Cain
thought longingly
for his mother.

Cain

Rayanne Whatley
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A WET COLD PLACE
WITH PAVEMENT LIKE A MIRROR
THE SWAN BONES IN YOUR SHOULDERS
THE DARK TWIGS IN YOUR NECK
ROSARY BEADS ELBOW KNOBS
YOUR
MOTHERS KNEES
YOUR
MOTHERS
MARYJANE’S
BRANCHES
HAVE WOUNDS YOU KNOW
SEE HERE
AND HERE
AND HERE.
FEEL HERE
THE WRIST
THE DENTS IN THE BONES
THE SLIPS IN THE MARROW

here

Rayanne Whatley
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“Otis”

Taylor Wright
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The deadly eye
It’s the deadly
eye of
poogley-pie
Look away, look away
as you walk on
‘cause whoever
looks right at it
surely you will
die die
It’s a good you didn’t...
you did?...
Good-bye.

My sneaky cousin
She put in her clothes
Then thought she’d get
A free bath here
At the launderette*
So round she goes
Flippity-flappy.
Lookin’ clean –
but not to happy.

*Laundromat

2 Poems from Elementary School
Taylor Wright
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The Code Collection

Need to Know Codes in These Trying Times

Bathrooms
Flying Star

2174

(Central Ave.)

Cheba Hut

3312

(Harvard Dr.)

Starbucks

12345

(San Mateo Blvd.)

Other
Single beer - $2
(Smith’s Food & Drug)

31914

Support the collection
email e.hen@kleinco.org
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